What is your skate level?

We organize skates in different areas with various terrains, street or path conditions along with
varying distance s and skate speed. Our skate venues will carry a rating from A to F (with A being
the easiest) the following information will help you rate your ability with the conditions you can
expect on a listed skate.
Skate
Rating

A

Description Of Your Skating Ability

Distance or Time

Course Conditions

You can skate slowly but find it
difficult to go any distance or to keep
up with other skaters. You can't stop
without assistance of street
furniture, grass or just falling down.

You skate for only a
few minutes at a
time without resting.
You don’t think of
skating in terms of
miles (or kilometers)
For at least 30
minutes or at least
two or 3 miles but
rest stops frequently

Level terrain, smooth
pavement, little or no
traffic in a closed
course, need
assistance and
teaching
Level terrain, some
traffic, closed course,
assistance available

B

You can skate with other skaters at a
slow to modest pace but can't stop
without assistance

C

You can skate with other skaters at a
modest to brisk pace and can stop
without assistance on level terrain

For at least 30
minutes or at least 4
to 6 miles with one
or two rests

Open course, some
traffic, mostly level
terrain, little or no
assistance available

D

Can skate at Level C and can stop
with confidence while going down
hills or bridges

10 to 12 mile
distance in about an
hour at a modest to
brisk pace with only a
few short rests
12+ mile distance
skate at a brisk pace
with no more than a
few short rests
20+ mile distance
skate at a brisk pace
with no more than a
few short rests

Moderate traffic,
some hills and/or
curbs, occasional
rough pavement

E

F

Can skate at Level D for more than 1
hour and can stop with confidence
while going down hills or bridges.
Enjoy challenging terrain
Road Warrior – Can skate at Level E
for more than 1 or 2 hours, can
assist other skaters with technique
like stopping using a heel brake

Traffic, hills, curbs,
occasional rough
pavement, the works
Traffic, hills, curbs,
occasional rough
pavement, the works

